Abstract: This paper deals with the cyclic scheduling of flexible job-shop with time window constraints and resource capacity constraints. For time window constraints, the duration for processing products on machines and the duration for translating products from one machine to another by transfers are taken into account; for the resource capacity constraints, the confined operation space of machines and the length-limited transfers are considered. The example applied in this paper is a flexible job-shop of two kinds of products with demanded products ratio, which can be described as a P-time strongly connected event graph (PTSCEG). The mixed integer programming (MIP) is used to give proper constraints of token's cyclic activities in PTSCEG. Using CPLEX 12.5, the computational time is acceptable for 1-cyclic scheduling of small or medium sized cases.
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with a flexible job-shop cyclic scheduling problem (FJCSP) with time constraints and resource capacity constraints for minimizing the cycle time of system. The work in this paper includes some important factors of a real manufacturing shop, for instance, the limited transportation resource, the number of machines for processing the same operation, the multi-products need, and the bounded processing time of resources. In recent years, some literatures (Brucker and Kampmeyer, 2008; Brucker et al., 2012; Jalilvand-Nejad and Fattahi, 2013; ) considers one or two production factors of job-shop problem, but few studies the time windows of processing and translating duration at the same time.
Here, the scheduling technique is cyclic scheduling, which means some set of activities is to be repeated an infinite number of times (Draper et al., 1999) . More precisely, if x(n) is the starting time (or ending time ) of one activity, and n means the repeating numbers, then, there is a constant C (called the cycle time which is the inverse of the periodic throughput) and one integer K such that ( ) ( ) for
It is has been shown that the cyclic scheduling is NPcomplete (Carlier and Chrétienne, 1988; Mesghouni et al., 2004) . Actually, k-cyclic scheduling is studied in (Chrétienne et al., 1997; Amraoui et al., 2013) and 1-cyclic (k=1) scheduling is studied in (Camus et al., 1996; Korbaa et al., 2003; Bourdeaud'huy and Korbaa, 2006; Ben Amar et al., 2011) . In our work, only the 1-cyclic scheduling is considered.
In our model, pallets allocated to products are used to fix the parts on the band transfer, and the pallets will only be removed from the products after completely finishing the job. So, the number of pallets for one job is equal to the number of work-in-progress (WIP) for this job. The pallets are transferred by the band transfers between the different machines. On each band transfer, the number of pallets is limited on considering the confined space of limited transfer length and other safety reasons. The transferring time from one machine to another one is considered as bounded time window with lower bound and upper bound. The processing machines are seen as machine resources. The capacity of machine resource is 1, which means each machine can process at most one job at a time and once a job initiates processing on a given machine it must complete processing uninterrupted. The processing time on the machines is also a bounded time window. The number of pallets and machines are limited.
Factually, this kind of job-shop problem can be described as a P-time strongly connected event graph (PTSCEG) (CollartDutilleul et al., 2007) . It has been shown that the lower bound of system's cycle time can be found with the special properties of PTSCEG. This lower bound can be used as a good cutting technique to reduce the searching time for admissible solutions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the second part, the basic notations of FJCSP and PTSCEG are given, and an example is presented by using PTSCEG. In the third part, the Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is used to model the resource capacity limit, the bounded processing time or transferring time and the restrictions on using shared resources by mathematical constraints with necessary
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the second part, the basic notations of FJCSP and PTSCEG are given, and an example is presented by using PTSCEG. In the third part, the Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is used to model the resource capacity limit, the bounded processing time or transferring time and the restrictions on using shared resources by mathematical constraints with necessary explanations. The forth part shows the experimental results by using Cplex 12.5. The final part gives some general remarks.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Basic Notation
Before the analysis of FJCSP, some basic notation would be given firstly. 
Example Explanation
The example is presented by a P-time strongly connected event graph (PTSCEG) as shown in figure 1. In this kind of strongly connected event graph, each place has a time window with lower bound and upper bound .
In figure 1 , there are three kinds of places: M1(M1'), M2(M2') and M3 stand for three types of busy machines in the processing status; R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5 stand for the free machines in the reset status from one operation to the consecutive operation; T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 stand for the transfers. The job-shop produces two types of products: P1 and P2. Table 1 shows two production lines. and stand for two processing circuits (two production lines), in which the tokens stand for the pallets; stands for the status circuit of first kind of shared machines, in which the tokens stand for the machines M1(M1'); stands for the status circuit of the second kind of shared machines, in which the tokens stand for the machines M2(M2'); in this example, (M3) is only used by . The objective function is to minimize C. As defined in (1), C is the cyclic time of system, which is the inverse of productivity. So, the objective function can be seen as to maximize the productivity. Constraint family (4) connects two successive operations. Here, % means the modulus operator. is a integer variable which stands for the number of crossed cycle by one operation. Let us take the operation in M2 of token t13 as an example. As shown in figure 2 and figure 3,   ( ) .
Constraint family (5) shows the sum of is the number of tokens in the circuit. When the operation crosses the cycle time, extra tokens should be added to reduce the cycle time. As shown in figure 3 , there are 4 tokens, and we have ∑ . Normally, the token number is limited by which stands for the limited number of machines or pallets.
. Fig. 3 . Strong coupling between and total number of tokens in .
Moreover, the constraints for each place's capacity should also be respected. Thus, the constraints (6), (7) and (8) are given. Constraints (6) and (7) mean if ending time of one operation is superior than the starting time of this operation, then, , else . The constraint (8) gives the capacity constraint. Sum of and is the number of tokens in one place in anytime, which should be less the capacity limit. For example, if there are at most two tokens in T1 or in M3, as ，and . Fig. 5 . Shared places which belong to multiple circuits.
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Constraint families (9) and (10) present that the starting time and duration of operations in the shared places should be the same. As shown in figure 5 , the graph is a part of job-shop in figure 1 , and M1 is a shared place of and . The starting time should be equal to , and the same relationship for and .
Constraint (11) means the solution of MIP model should be superior to the lower bound of cycle time. In MIP programming, it is interesting to find a lower bound or upper bound to reduce the computing time for the optimal solution. However, for a manufacturing system which can be described as a P-time strongly connected event graph (PTSCEG), the optimal cycle time of system is controlled by the critical circuit with the maximal optimal cycle time (Khansa et al., 1996 a , b and c) .
The formula (12) is based on the global and average firing time of transitions. Actually, each transition has its local lower bound of firing period, . The global cycle time can not be better than the local firing period. In this paper, we give an ameliorated lower bound of cycle time.
and ⋂ , -
The constraints families (2)- (11) give a complete mathematical model. As defined in above, I is the number of elementary circuits, is the number of places for . And let us denote O the number of shared places in PTSCEG, the precious model contains:
CASE STUDY
Numerical experiments
In this section, for making the numerical experiment, we use the example presented in figure 1 , the MIP model in chapter 3, and the data in Table 2 and Table 3 . Cplex 12.5 is used for the constraints programming, on a computer with Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2310M at 2.10 GHz and 4 Go RAM, under Window 7 (64 bit). And the parameters of each place are set as in Table 2 . In Table 2 , some places have (min) = 10000, which stand for the free machine status or the free pallets transportation. However, the free pallets or the free machine can stay in empty status as long as possible until a new job comes. For this case, 10000 minutes are enough long.
In our work, we also consider the limited number of tokens for each circuit, which are given in Table 3 . By using the data in Table 2 and Table 3 , and by formula (13), it is easy to get the lower bound of system's cycle time, . By MIP programing in Cplex 12.5, a cyclic schedule reaching the lower bound is gotten as shown in figure 7.
As shown in the figure, the cycle time is 15 minutes; the t11, t12, t13 and t14 stand for 4 pallets for support products on transfers of job1; t21, t22, t23, t24 and t25 stand for 5 pallets for job2; t31 and t32 stand for two machines of type 1; t41 and t42 stand for two machines of type 2; t51 and t52 stand for two machines of type 3.
The computing time for this example is very short, only about 0.089 s. Besides the simulation of the case in section 4.1, the numerical experiments are also done for different sizes of examples. Table 4 shows that the MIP model has a good performance to compute the small or medium sized job-shop problem, but for big sized problem, the computing time increases non-linearly very quickly.
Analysis of computing time
There are three reasons why the computing time is quick enough for the small or medium sized problem'  The considered cases are small or medium sized, the number of constraints is limited by the size of the cases,

We study 1-cyclic scheduling, so it just needs to consider the constraints in one cycle time, which also limits the number of constraints,
The lower bound of the cycle time can be known by the special property of PTSCEG, which reduces the computing time by using CPLEX.
It should be noticed that the MIP model in this paper is not linear (see in constraint families (4), (6) and (7)), which implies its potential application to large sized problems if the MIP model could be linearized in the future.
Comparison with other MIP models
The models in (Seo and Lee, 2002; Bourdeaud'Huy and Korbaa, 2006; Ben Amar et al., 2010a; Ben Amar et al., 2010b; Ben Amar et al., 2011) consider the job-shop problem without the transportation resources. In (Brucker and Kampmeyer, 2008) , the authors declare that it is possible to set up a general MIP model for cyclic job shop with transportation robots. Actually, their model is just for job shop problem of identical jobs and identical machines with only one transport robot. The applied example is also very simple, with just 3 jobs and 3 machines. In (Brucker et al., 2012) , a modified MIP model is proposed for solving the cyclic job shop problem with transportation resource. In this paper, the model is applied to an example with 10 jobs and 10 machines, but the number of the transport tool is still only one.
But, in our model, the time windows of product machining and translating are considered and the transportation tool is not unique. Actually, the examples studied in this paper use more than one band transfer. Table 4 shows that even for jobshop with 10 band transfers, the computing time of the MIP model is still interesting for us, considering the MIP in this paper is still not linearized.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a MIP mathematical model for minimizing the cycle time of job-shop problems is presented. In our work, we consider the time windows in product machining and the transportation procedure, and we also take the capacity of machining centre or of band transfers into account. The simulation result shows that the MIP model in this paper is efficient for small or medium sized manufacturing problems.
For the large sized manufacturing problem, it is not assured that the MIP model can give an optimal solution in short time.
In the future, it is expected to linearize the MIP model and try to apply the linear model to the cyclic scheduling problem of systems more complex.
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